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Introduction

Brachytherapy and external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) have a major role in the management of prostate 
and many gynecologic malignancies. Radiation treatment planning and delivery are image guided procedures 
which have evolved from 2D x-ray radiography to 3D ultrasound, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) (Kapur et al 2012). It is widely accepted that MRI offers superior soft tissue contrast in 
comparison to the other modalities, and therefore will be able to support more accurate/reproducible delineation 
of targets and organs at risk to deliver an accurate patient-tailored radiation dose.
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Abstract
Magnetic resonance-guided radiation therapy (MR-GRT) offers great potential to improve radiation 
treatment outcomes by providing more accurate and patient-tailored therapy. Despite superior soft 
tissue contrast in MRI, one of the challenges towards MRI-only workflows is that the process often 
requires some sort of ‘MR-invisible’ metal-based devices. In this study, the feasibility of quantitative 
susceptibility mapping (QSM) for visualization of some MR-invisible radiation therapy devices was 
studied.

Our recently proposed QSM-based algorithm for brachytherapy seed visualization was modified 
and the feasibility of the optimized algorithm for visualization of different devices including: 
brachytherapy seeds, plastic interstitial needles, CT-markers and obturators, and different types of 
fiducial markers in agar, prostate and meat phantoms were studied. All phantoms were scanned using 
3T MR scanner with a 3D multi-echo gradient recalled echo (ME-GRE) pulse sequence. The QSM 
results in all phantoms were compared to CT images for spatial accuracy of the QSM.

The applied post-processing algorithm was found to be insensitive to the seeds’ type; also, 
presence of nearby calcifications had no effect on seed visualization. QSM successfully generated 
positive contrast for both types of investigated fiducial markers with high spatial accuracy compared 
to CT. Interstitial needles containing both aluminum-based CT-maker and titanium-based 
obturators were accurately depicted on the QSM.

The proposed QSM-based technique relies on the standard MR pulse sequences and visualize 
the conventional MR-invisible metallic devices with CT-like positive contrast solely through post-
processing. Upon in vivo validation of the technique, QSM may have the potential to replace CT for 
an MR-only guided radiation therapy.
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Despite poor soft tissue contrast, CT scan is an inevitable part of all of the radiation treatment planning 
and/or delivery processes which require temporary or permanent placement of paramagnetic objects within the 
target volume either for patient positioning or for accurate treatment delivery (Erickson et al 1996, Bowes et al 
2013, Kunogi et al 2015, Kulkarni et al 2015, Dehghan et al 2016). This includes but is not limited to the perma-
nent low-dose-rate (LDR) brachytherapy seeds, fiducial markers for patient positioning for both external beam 
radiotherapy (EBRT) and brachytherapy, and high-dose-rate (HDR) interstitial gynecological brachytherapy 
needles, obturators/catheters and biopsy needles.

These medical devices are mainly constructed with MR and bio compatible paramagnetic materials (such 
as titanium, gold and plastic) however, due to lack of hydrogen nuclei they do not generate MR signal hence are 
not MR visible and appear as diffused hypointense regions on conventional MR images. This makes them indif-
ferentiable from other MR signal voids such as blood vessels, calcifications, and cavities. On the other hand, these 
MR-invisible materials have relatively high electron density thus excellent contrast on CT images. Currently, at 
many centers CT is used for visualization of MR-invisible materials followed by an MR-CT image registration 
(Polo et al 2004, Dehghan et al 2016).

To eliminate the need for a CT scan towards the MRI-only workflows for MR-guided radiation therapy a few 
solutions have been proposed to create CT-like positive contrast for metallic implants such as fiducial markers, 
interstitial brachytherapy needles and obturators, and low-dose-rate (LDR) brachytherapy seeds. The proposed 
methods include custom-made MR pulse sequences (such as IRON and co-RASOR) (Kuo et al 2010, de Leeuw 
et al 2013a, 2013b), use of MR markers (such as cobalt chloride, cobalt dichloride-N-acetyl cysteine (C4), CuSO4 
solutions, ultrasound (US) gel) (Perez-Calatayud et al 2009, Haack et al 2009, Wills et al 2010, Tanderup et al 
2014, Lim et al 2014), and MR post-processing algorithms such as susceptibility gradient mapping (SGM) and 
quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) (Dahnke et al 2008, Wang and Liu 2015). In general, the most desired 
MR-based solution is the one which requires minimal cost and minimum alterations to the standard devices 
and protocols. The post-processing-based techniques which are applicable to the clinically available devices, MR 
scanners and pulse sequences are the ideal solution to this problem.

We have recently proposed an MRI-based workflow for visualization and localization of permanent LDR 
brachytherapy seeds in phantoms (Nosrati et al 2018). The proposed method utilizes clinical MR pulse sequences 
on 1.5T and 3T MR scanners and uses the magnetic susceptibility as the source of contrast (between implanted 
seeds and the soft-tissue background) for seed visualization. In the present work, the method proposed in Nos-
rati et al (2018) is modified by introducing background tissue zero referencing during the morphology-enabled 
dipole inversion process (MEDI  +  0) to minimize the QSM reconstruction artifacts specially near the large sus-
ceptibility mismatch boundaries (around metal implants). In addition, the feasibility of the optimized algorithm 
for visualization of some MR-invisible radiation therapy devises including fiducial markers (gold and carbon-
coated zirconium), HDR interstitial brachytherapy needles, HDR CT-marker, obturators and biopsy needles are 
investigated. Also, some limitations of previous works on LDR brachytherapy seeds including sensitivity of the 
QSM to the internal configuration of the seeds as well as presence of calcifications near the seeds are studied.

Materials and methods

Phantom preparation
Three agar-based tissue mimicking phantoms consisting of 3% agar, 0.29% NaCl, 0.03% (by weight) and  
22.2 μmol kg−1 of NaN3 (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Co.) were prepared (Hattori et al 2013).

To investigate the sensitivity of our pervious method (Nosrati et al 2018) to the type of seeds (manufacturer/
radionuclide) and presence of calcifications nearby very closely spaced seeds, one IsoAid I-125 (IsoAid Advan-
tage™, USA), two IsoSeed I-125 (125.S06, Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG, USA) and two IsoAid Pd-103 (IsoAid Advan-
tage™, USA) seeds were placed in the middle layer of an agar phantom at random orientations and two pieces 
(4.5 mm and 8 mm long) of bone were placed very close to the seeds (1–2 mm distance). As shown in figure 2(a), 
all seeds have similar external dimensions of 4.5 mm  ×  0.8 mm. The configuration of the seeds and bone in the 
agar phantom is shown in figure 2(b).

To assess the feasibility of the proposed method for visualization of the fiducial markers, two types of mark-
ers were studied: the carbon coated zirconium markers with 0.9 mm  ×  5 mm dimensions (BiomarC PRO, Car-
bon Medical Technologies, USA) and the standard gold fiducial markers with dimensions of 1.2 mm  ×  3 mm 
(CIVCO Radiotherapy, USA). The gold fiducial markers are not yet FDA cleared for use in MRI. Three gold 
markers were placed 3–4 cm apart at random orientations in the middle layer of an agar phantom (figure 3(b)) 
and three carbon markers were implanted into a realistic prostate phantom (CIRS Inc. 053L model) by an experi-
enced radiation oncologist (figure 4(b)).

The feasibility of the algorithm presented in figure 1 was also studied for MRI-based visualization of HDR 
interstitial brachytherapy treatment planning. The performance of the QSM pipeline was assessed on posi-
tive contrast depiction of hollow plastic needles (ProGuide 6F, Elekta AB, Sweden), aluminum-based markers  
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(CT marker, Elekta AB, Sweden), titanium-based obturators (ProGuide Obturator, Elekta AB, Sweden), and solid 
pure titanium rod (2 mm diameter) (figure 5(a)). In the agar phantom two plastic needles with CT-markers, two 
plastic needles with ProGuide obturators and one pure titanium rod were inserted (figure 5(b)). In addition, for 
a more realistic background medium, two hollow needles, one needle with CT marker and the other needle with 
titanium-based obturator were inserted into a beef meat phantom (figure 5(c)).

The magnetic susceptibility and atomic number of the construction materials in the studied devices/phan-
toms are presented in table 1.

Imaging protocols
All phantoms were scanned with 3T MRI scanner (Philips Achieva™) using an 8-channel head coil 
array. A 3D multi echo gradient recalled echo (ME-GRE) sequence with the following parameters 
was applied: TE1/TR  =  2.3/10.3 ms; number of echoes  =  3; echo spacing  =  2.3 ms; flip angle  =  15°; 
FOV  =  140  ×  140  ×  100 mm3; bandwidth  =  868 Hz/pixel; resolution  =  1  ×  1  ×  1 mm3. MR scan of the meat 
phantom was performed with fat saturation using spectral pre-saturation inversion recovery (SPIR) technique 
(Del Grande et al 2014). The MR acquisition time varied between 3–5 min for different phantoms. To validate 
MR-based results all phantoms were also CT scanned (Philips Brilliance Big Bore™) with 120 kVp, 400 mAs, and 
1.5 mm slice thickness.

MR image post-processing pipeline
Magnitude and phase images from the GRE MR sequence were used for post-processing. Given the significant 
difference between the magnetic susceptibility of all investigated devices and soft tissue (table 1), quantitative 
susceptibility mapping (QSM) was performed to take advantage of the magnetic susceptibility as the main source 
of contrast. The general post-processing pipeline that was employed in all investigated applications is shown in 
figure 1. The QSM method proposed in Nosrati et al (2018) was slightly modified for optimal results in different 
applications.

The general QSM pipeline included the following steps: (1) phase unwrapping using Laplacian method 
(Schofield and Zhu 2003), (2) field map estimation using non-linear least square fitting (de Rochefort et al 2008, 
Kressler et al 2010, Liu et al 2013), (3) background field estimation using projection onto dipole field (PDF) 
method (Liu et al 2011a) and subtraction from the total field map calculated in the previous step, (4) morph-
ology enabled dipole inversion with background zero referencing (MEDI  +  0) (Liu et al 2011b, 2018). The main 
modification in the post-processing pipeline compared to the method proposed in Nosrati et al (2018) was the 
use of MEDI  +  0 technique for dipole inversion which enforces the uniformity in the background and reduce the 
susceptibility reconstruction artifacts at the susceptibility mismatch boundaries.

To apply the MEDI  +  0 method a binary mask was generated by thresholding the magnitude images to assign 
zero value to the pixels with signal voids and one to the background. The following minimization problem was 
solved for dipole inversion and susceptibility (χr) estimation:

χr = arg minχr

∥∥∥W
î
eiDrχr − eifr

ó∥∥∥
2

2
+ λ1‖GMGχ‖1 + λ2 ‖M [χr − χB]‖2

2

where Dr is dipole kernel, fr  is the local field map W  is a weighting matrix calculated using a binary mask 
normalized to the noise standard deviation which was tuned in each iteration (Liu et al 2013); G  is the gradient 
operator; M  is a binary mask calculated by thresholding the magnitude images for zero referencing; χB is the 
average estimated susceptibility within the segmented background; λ1  and λ2 are the regularization parameters 
which both were set to 100. The L1 regularization term enforces the agreement between the edges in magnitude 
image and the edges in the estimated susceptibility map (Liu et al 2011b, 2012, Wang and Liu 2015). The 
second L2 regularization term enforces susceptibility homogeneity within the segmented background. The 
L2-regularization of the background susceptibility is similar to the L1-regularization term of the gradients and 
is considered as an additional prior structural constraint that reduces artifacts at the susceptibility mismatch 
interface (Liu et al 2018). The MR image post-processing time varied between 2–4 min for QSM reconstruction 
of different phantoms. The maximum intensity projection (MIP) of all image sets (QSM and CT) were 
reconstructed for 3D visualization and comparison.

Figure 1. The MR image post-processing pipeline.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 145013 (10pp)
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Results

Effect of seed type and nearby calcifications
Figure 2 shows different structures of the LDR brachytherapy seeds that were studied along with the constructed 
phantom (middle layer) containing seeds and calcifications, MR magnitude/phase images, QSM and CT images 
of the phantom. Although each of the five seeds had a different orientation with respect to the static magnetic 
field (B0) the size, shape and intensity of the reconstructed seeds on QSM were similar for all three types of 
seeds. All seeds and calcifications appeared as dark voids on magnitude images (figure 2(c)) however, as shown 
in figure 2(d) the field distortions around the seeds are more pronounced around the seeds compare with bones 
(calcification).

Table 1. Volume magnetic susceptibility and atomic number of the studied materials (Fleming and Dewar 1898, Schenck 1996, Haacke 
et al 2004, Javad et al 2012, Saito and Sagara 2017).

Material Relevant tissue/device Magnetic properties

Magnetic sus-

ceptibility (ppm) Effective atomic number

Water Soft tissue Diamagnetic −10 7.42a

Calcium carbonate Bone/calcification Diamagnetic −38.2 10a

Hydroxyapatite Bone/calcification Diamagnetic −14.8 16.2a

Titanium Seeds/ProGuide obtura-

tor

Paramagnetic +180 22

Silver Seeds Diamagnetic −23 47

Gold Seeds/fiducial marker Diamagnetic −34 79

Zirconium BiomarC fiducial marker Paramagnetic +109 40

Carbon BiomarC fiducial marker Diamagnetic −14 6

Polyethylene Plastic needles Diamagnetic N/A 4.6a

Nickle HDR CT-marker Ferromagnetic +600  ×  106 28

Polyimide HDR CT-marker Diamagnetic −8 6.8a

Aluminum HDR CT-marker Paramagnetic +21 13

Air Hollow needles/seeds Paramagnetic +0.024 7.6a

a Effective atomic number.

Figure 2. (a) Internal configuration of the seeds that were studied; (b) constructed agar-based phantom containing 5 seeds 
and 3 calcifications (bone); (c) MR magnitude image at shortest TE; (d) MR phase image at shortest TE; (e) an axial slice of the 
reconstructed QSM which contains seeds and calcifications; (f) the axial slice of CT that contains seeds and calcifications.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 145013 (10pp)
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Figure 2(e) shows that on the reconstructed QSM, only paramagnetic seeds have positive contrast and dia-
magnetic calcifications (bones) have negative contrast. Considering the complex structural/chemical composi-
tion of the seeds and bones, the average estimated magnetic susceptibility values for seeds and bones presented in 

table 2 were within a reasonable range in comparison with the expected values (table 1).
The average length of the reconstructed seeds on QSM was 4.5  ±  0.5 mm which is comparable to the actual 

length of the seeds.

Fiducial markers
Figure 3 shows the structure of the gold fiducial marker, constructed phantom and the corresponding axial slice 
of the MR magnitude and phase images, reconstructed susceptibility map (QSM), and CT image. As shown in 
table 1, gold is a diamagnetic material similar to soft tissue however it’s susceptibility is about 3.5 times less than 
that of soft tissue thus to visualize the gold fiducials with positive contrast, following susceptibility mapping 
the sign of the estimated QSM was inverted (multiplied by  −1). As shown in figure 3(e) the implanted gold 
markers were clearly depicted on inverted QSM with sufficient contrast. The QSM resulted in no artifacts around 
markers however, on CT (figure 3(f)) streaking artifacts were present around them. The relative center-to-center 
distance between the markers on QSM and CT were 37 mm, 36 mm and 26 mm which were identical to the actual 
measured distance on the phantom.

Figure 4(a) shows the structure of the carbon-coated zirconium (BiomarC) marker. The core material of the 
marker is pure zirconium with magnetic susceptibility of 109 ppm and the carbon coating has similar suscep-
tibility to the soft tissue. The prostate phantom (figure 4(b)) was implanted with three markers. After unload-
ing the markers, as shown by the arrow in figure 4(c) an air bubble as well as the needle tracks were left in the 
phantom. In the reconstructed QSM (figure 4(e)) only implanted markers were depicted with positive contrast 

Table 2. The average estimated magnetic susceptibility values for different investigated devices/materials.

Device/object

Brachytherapy 

seed

Calcification 

(bone)

Gold fiducial 

marker

BiomarC  

fiducial marker

Ti-based  

ProGuide  

obturator

Al-based 

CT-marker

Average estimated  

susceptibility value 

(mean  ±  SD) (ppm)

62  ±  8 −21  ±  3 −36  ±  4 86  ±  4 174  ±  16 54.49  ±  10

Figure 3. (a) Structure of the studied gold marker; (b) constructed agar-based phantom containing 3 gold makers; (c) MR 
magnitude image at shortest TE; (d) MR phase image at shortest TE; (e) QSM; (f) CT image.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 145013 (10pp)
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Figure 4. (a) Structure of the carbon-coated zirconium marker (BiomarC); (b) prostate phantom containing 3 carbon makers;  
(c) MR magnitude image at shortest TE; (d) MR phase image at shortest TE; (e) reconstructed susceptibility map (QSM); (f) CT 
image. The arrows in (c) and (d) indicate an air bubble that was left in the phantom along the needle track during implantation 
however, it did not affect the QSM process.

Figure 5. (a) Plastic needle, CT-marker and ProGuide obturators that were studied; (b) constructed agar phantom with 5 inserts 
including 2 plastic needles with CT-marker obturators, 2 plastic needles with pro-guide obturators and one pure titanium rod 
representing a biopsy needle; (c) meat phantom with 2 hollow plastic needles, one needle with CT-marker and one needle with pro-
guide obturator; (d) MIP reconstruction of the QSM for the agar-based phantom; (e) MIP reconstruction of the QSM of the meat 
phantom; (f) MIP reconstruction of the CT of the meat phantom.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 145013 (10pp)
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and none of the needle tracks were visualized. The average length of the carbon markers on CT and QSM were 
5  ±  0.2 mm and 4.7  ±  0.3 mm, respectively. As demonstrated in figures 4(e) and (f), on both CT and QSM the 
center-to-center distance between the carbon markers were 38 mm, 29 mm and 20 mm. As shown in table 2 the 
average estimated magnetic susceptibility value for the ‘pure’ gold marker was  −36  ±  4 ppm which agrees with 
the expected value of  −34 ppm for gold; however, the average estimated susceptibility value for BiomarC mark-
ers was 86  ±  4 ppm which shows about 20% compared with pure zirconium which might be due to the carbon 
coating.

HDR interstitial brachytherapy needles, markers and obturators
Figures 5(a)–(c) shows the hollow plastic needle (sharp tip), marker and obturator and the agar/meat phantoms. 
The maximum intensity projection (MIP) reconstruction of the QSM and CT images of the phantoms with 
inserted needles, markers and obturators are shown in figures 5(d)–(f). The ProGuide obturator is made of a 
Titanium alloy with high susceptibility contrast with the diamagnetic background thus in both agar and meat 
phantoms the needle with ProGuide obturator had excellent positive contrast on QSM. The CT-marker is a 
flexible aluminum based wire in a polyimide coating but has strongly paramagnetic nitinol (nickel and titanium) 
component in it; The CT-marker overall has sufficient susceptibility contrast with background and appeared 
with positive contrast on QSM. As shown in figure 5(e), the two air-filled hollow plastic needles were poorly 
visualized in the QSM; this was expected as the only paramagnetic component of the air is molecular oxygen 
which is very weakly paramagnetic (table 1).

The pure titanium rod (without plastic needle) has very good positive contrast on the reconstructed QSM 
(figure 5(d)).

As shown in figure 5(a), to localize the tip of the interstitial needle during treatment planning and delivery 
there is a 10 mm gap (spacer) near the tip of the CT-marker. The length of the spacer on CT and QSM was 8.5 mm 
and 7.5 mm, respectively.

The average estimated susceptibility values for CT-marker and ProGuide obturator measured in the meat 
phantom are presented in table 2.

Figure 6. The comparison between the QSM results using MEDI and MEDI  +  0 in (a) meat phantom with two hollow plastic 
needles (1 and 4) and pro-guide obturator (2) and CT-marker (3); (b) prostate phantom with three implanted carbon fiducial 
markers; (c) agar-based phantom containing three gold fiducial markers.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 145013 (10pp)
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Performance comparison between the MEDI and MEDI  +  0
The comparison between the performance of the post-processing pipeline with MEDI and MEDI  +  0 in 
different investigated applications is shown in figure 6. The background segmentation by generating a binary 
mask which excludes signal voids on the magnitude image (figure 6, second row) reduced susceptibility artifacts 
around implanted objects with high susceptibility (seeds, markers and obturators) and resulted in more uniform 
background. The improved quality of the QSM results by applying MEDI  +  0 technique compared to the MEDI 
was more evident in more realistic phantoms including the prostate phantom with implanted carbon markers as 
well as meat phantom with inserted needles, markers and obturators (figures 6(a) and (b)).

Discussion and conclusions

MRI-guided radiation treatment planning and delivery allows for truly adaptive radiation therapy by accurate 
localization of the tumor and normal surrounding tissue which are critical for optimal treatment outcome for 
patients. Many of the radiation therapy techniques such as LDR and HDR brachytherapy involve temporary 
insertion or permanent implantation of MR-invisible metallic devices hence CT remains an unavoidable part of 
such procedures. Efforts have been made to wipe out CT from the current workflows to avoid the unnecessary 
dose, MR/CT image registration error, and to make efficient resource utilization.

In this work, the performance of the previous method (Nosrati et al 2018) was improved by applying the 
MEDI  +  0 technique, some concerns regarding LDR seeds were addressed and other potential applications for 
MR-guided radiation therapy were studied. We showed that by applying clinically available MR pulse sequences 
and only through image post-processing (QSM), conventional paramagnetic MR-invisible radiation therapy 
devices (such as brachytherapy seeds, CT-marker, Obturator, fiducial markers) are depicted with excellent posi-
tive contrast and high spatial accuracy.

Prostatic calcifications are a common finding in men (mostly above 50 years old) (Hong et al 2012); calcifica-
tion and seed are not differentiable on MR magnitude images since both appear as dark voids however, they can 
be easily differentiated from one another using QSM (Dong et al 2015, Shi et al 2017, Nosrati et al 2018). In appli-
cation of QSM for visualization of implanted prostate seeds one potential concern may be the interference of 
seed-induced field disturbance with that of nearby calcifications which could results in erroneous frequency map 
and susceptibility estimation. Our results showed that the proposed algorithm was not affected by the presence 
of calcifications in the vicinity of the seeds. We also observed that QSM easily differentiates between diamagnetic 
calcifications and paramagnetic seeds.

The type of implanted seed is another factor that may affect the seed visualization and detection process as 
the seed-induced field distortion changes with the structure of the seed. Zijlstra et al have shown that the perfor-
mance of seed detection based on field distortion strongly depends on seed type; for instance the false positive 
seed detection was 42% for Best 2301 seeds, but 17% for selectSeed (Zijlstra et al 2017). Our results for the three 
types of seeds suggested that if the external dimensions (typically 4.5 mm by 0.8 mm) and the material of the 
seed shell (which is usually titanium) are similar the QSM algorithm is not affected by type of seed and leads to 
similar reconstruction of the seeds. The clinical feasibility of the proposed workflow for post-implant dosimetry 
of prostate LDR brachytherapy is currently being evaluated on a large cohort of patients and the results have been 
very promising.

Fiducial markers are commonly used in EBRT for patient setup and tumor tracking. Previous works in MR-
based fiducial marker detection are mainly based on template matching using either signal voids on magnitude 
images or field distortions on phase images; although the aforementioned methods have been effective under 
certain conditions (orientation, dimensions, shape), clear marker depiction with positive contrast similar to CT 
was not achieved (Jonsson et al 2012, Ghose et al 2016). Our results with QSM showed that the relative location of 
the markers was identical with the CT image indicating the possibility of using QSM in MR-guided EBRT for the 
disease sites like prostate, liver and lung.

Currently CT-markers are placed in interstitial brachytherapy needles during CT-scans for the reconstruc-
tion of these needles required for treatment planning. In addition to CT, MRI is used for contouring the tumor 
and surrounding organs. Our results showed the possibility of using same commercial CT marker with MRI and 
QSM avoiding the need for CT imaging. Further validation testing is required on patients, incorporating a higher 
density of needles, needles that overlap as well as heterogeneous patient anatomy.

In addition to the CT marker, we evaluated the reconstruction of the commercial obturators used in clinic 
to guide these needles inside a patient. Obturators are typically not used in static images for treatment planning 
because when they are placed within the hollow catheters their stiffness distorts the surrounding anatomy. It 
may be possible to make smaller diameter obturators with similar materials that do not perturb the surround-
ing anatomy for use in MRI. Due to sharp susceptibility gradient between titanium and surrounding soft-tis-
sue, the diameter of the obturator and titanium rod were overestimated by about 20% and the effect was more 
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 pronounced at the tip of the obturator and rod (figures 5(d) and (e)) however, this should not lead to localization 
error since centroids of the reconstructed hyperintensities are used for localization. The Al-based CT-marker 
with the gap near the tip, did not get affected with this problem due to smaller susceptibility difference; the cen-
troid of the marker tip which is used to find the first dwell position in the needle, remained unchanged. Similar 
design (with material gap at the tip) with the material of obturator can possibly be tested in future with our 
method for their possible use as MR markers. The performance of the proposed method on the pure titanium 
rod with similar diameter to a typical biopsy needle was similar to the ProGuide obturator. Shi et al have also 
studied the feasibility of susceptibility-based positive contrast visualization of the biopsy needle and LDR seeds 
however, they used a modified spin-echo (SE) MR sequence with a manually adjusted shifted echo times; the seed 
visualization is relatively poor and not comparable with CT (Shi et al 2017). The use of 2D SE sequence with very 
low readout bandwidth leads to higher susceptibility-induced distortions which are of main concerns in MR-
guided procedures.

Our results indicate that MEDI  +  0 significantly improves the homogeneity of the background and reduces 
artifacts and hypointense shadows at the boundaries of sharp susceptibility mismatch. Fiducial markers in exter-
nal beam radiotherapy are used for setup verification using cone beam CT.

One of the main limitations of this study was the possibility of soft tissue distortions, physiological noise, 
and the geometrical fidelity in patients which needs to be tested in vivo. Also, the optimal regularization param-
eters (λ1 and λ2) were identified experimentally based on the quality of the QSM reconstruction; although for 
all investigated applications the final optimized value was 100 for both λ1 and λ2, in patients they might need to 
be optimized further depending on the application. The last but not least limitation is the extra MR scan time 
in addition to the standard MR protocols for anatomical delineation. In both HDR and LDR brachytherapy 
patients the MR-GRE image acquisition time for QSM will add up to 10 min extra scan time to the standard MRI 
for target delineation; the complete image post-processing algorithm for seed/marker visualization and locali-
zation (which is fully automated) takes about 8–10 min. So overall in brachytherapy patients the MR-only seed 
detection will take up to 20 min in total. This additional time is reasonable considering that in standard MR-CT 
fusion-based post-planning workflows in addition to the extra CT scan, the MR-CT fusion takes much longer 
than that 20 min and registration could be a source of error as well. Although longer MR scan time makes the 
process more susceptible to motion artifacts, this may get around the uncertainties associated with the MR-CT 
registration. The feasibility and reliability of the QSM for the proposed clinical applications will be investigated 
in patients in the near future.
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